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TO:  Indiana State Board of Education 
FROM: Alicia Kielmovitch, Senior Director of Policy and Legislation 
RE:  Locally Created Pathway – Wa-Nee Recreation Vehicle (RV) Construction Pathway 
DATE:  July 24, 2018 
 
Recommendation: Approve Wa-Nee’s Recreation Vehicle (RV) Construction Pathway as a Locally 
Created Pathway. 
 
Locally Created Pathways (LCPs): Per the Graduation Pathways policy adopted by the State Board of 
Education (SBOE) in December 2017, schools may apply for locally developed assessments for students to 
demonstrate college- and career-readiness.  These LCPs augment the current list of Postsecondary-Ready 
Competencies already included in the established policy.  LCPs must meet the following 3 criteria: 1) 
Collaboration; 2) Competency; and 3) Continuous Improvement. LCPs must be developed in collaboration 
with businesses, postsecondary institutions, and/or community organizations. They must also provide 
students with relevant knowledge and prepare them for postsecondary education or employment. Finally, 
LCPs must be evaluated and improved upon at the local level to ensure students are being provided with 
meaningful education and experiences. 
 
Criterion 1: Collaboration: The Recreation Vehicle (RV) Construction Pathway was developed in 
collaboration with businesses, community organizations, educators, and parents across the district. The 
primary industry partner Wa-Nee collaborated with was Thor Industries, but Wa-Nee has other K-12 
institutions (Elkhart Area Career Center), higher education (Ivy Tech Community College and Vincennes 
University), and a community organization (the Horizon Education Alliance).   
 
According to Thor, there are currently 100-200 job openings with a projected 500-600 over the next 5 years.  
For the Elkhart area, this pathway is directly aligned with high-demand jobs.  These jobs are also high-wage, 
with potential earnings up to $45.00 an hour. 
 
Criterion 2: Competencies: The course development was directly informed and tied to local industry needs.  
The courses are sequenced thusly: 

Preparing for Colleges and Careers 
Introduction to Construction 
Building Facilities and Management I 
Construction Trades: Electrical I (which could be a dual credit course offered at Ivy Tech or 
Vincennes) 

 
This course sequence significantly differs from the current pathway of Recreation & Mobile Equipment 
under the Transportation cluster.  One primary difference is the current pathway is transportation-focused, 
whereas this LCP places the emphasis on construction.  These courses were chosen by Wa-Nee and the 
Elkhart Area Career Center because the skills and standards taught in these are best aligned with Thor 
Industries’ needs. 
 
Thor-recognized RV Construction Certification: The culminating currency for every student in the RV 
Construction Pathway is earning a Thor-recognized RV Construction certification.  In order to earn this 
certification, students will have to demonstrate proper application and usage of skills and techniques found in 
the RV industry.  Students must pass the same assessments used to measure attainment of these skills by 
Thor’s probationary employees or trainees. 
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After students earn this certification, students will be immediately eligible for a starting pay of $16.00 to 
$36.00 per hour.  Upon their successful employment for two weeks, LCP completers will be fast tracked to 
tier 2 pay of $20.00 to $45.00 per hour. 
 
Criterion 3: Continuous Improvement: Wa-Nee will work with Thor and other employers to track the 
employment data of the students who complete this LCP – both in terms of postsecondary hiring and 
employment longevity of 5 years after high school.  Their goal is to have 30 students complete this LCP 
annually, with all of them obtaining high-wage, high-demand jobs in the RV Manufacturing Industry.  Wa-
Nee and its partners will also continue to ensure the efficacy of this LCP through quarterly meetings.  
Annual meetings on curriculum design and alignment between Thor and Wa-Nee administrators/teachers 
will also occur in order to make adjustments and alignments to the industry. 
 
Long-term Considerations: Below are some additional long-term considerations for this LCP: 

• Employability skills are embedded into the LCP as instructional units, but the Review Team felt it 
would be beneficial to have this LCP culminate in a Work-based Learning course with Thor (or 
other employers). 

• It would beneficial for students to eventually bring on other RV manufacturers from the area as 
employer partners and validators of these skills. 

• One additional long-term consideration would be to have students earning dual credits that can be 
stacked towards a technical certification.  If Ivy Tech/Vincennes and Thor could work on what 
courses are needed and how this could be employer-driven, that would also be beneficial to students. 
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